Report of the ANC6B Transportation Committee Meeting
May 8, 2019
Commissioners present: Kasie Clark, Corey Holman, Chander Jayaraman, Kirsten
Oldenburg (chairing), Jerry Sroufe, and Kelly Waud
Resident Members present: Floyd Brown (6B01), John Manley (6B04), and John Ten
Hoeve (6B09)
Others: Residents living near 8th and A Streets, SE
Discussion on PaveDC, the DDOT Paving Plan1
Commissioner Corey Holman advised the Committee that the DDOT Paving Plan, or PaveDC,
has scheduled resurfacing for the 1200 and 1300 blocks of E Street. SE. However major
construction activities continue along those blocks and it is not advisable to repave at this time.
Commissioner Holman also informed the Committee that the PaveDC inventory does not include
data underlying decisions by which streets make it onto the PaveDC plan.
On a motion by Commissioner Holman, seconded by Commissioner Sroufe, the Committee
voted 9-0-0 to recommend the ANC send a letter to DDOT requesting the agency to temporarily
remove the 1200 and 1300 block of E Street SE, from the DDOT Paving Plan and to delay any
paving of these blocks until the end of major construction activities. Further, the ANC asks that
DDOT supply a list of all local and Federal blocks in ANC 6B and (1) their roadway condition
rating, (2) any pavement or distress notes for each block, (3) any documented pavement
treatment type for blocks, and (4) any project plans or work prioritization for any block. The
motion was placed on the consent agenda.
NOI 19-52-TOA: Installation of All-way Stop Control for 8th & A Street SE Intersection2
In 2017 residents requested all-way stop control for 8th and A Streets SE intersection because of
numerous reported vehicle crashes. Instead, under NOI 17-50-TOA of December 2017 which
was opposed by ANC6B, DDOT removed some curbside parking to improve sightlines and
added pedestrian alert signage. Recently, however, DDOT issued an NOI (Notice of Intent) to
establish all-way stop control. Several residents of the area participated in the Committee
meeting in support of the NOI. They also asked for a return of curbside parking that had been
removed in 2018.

1
2

https://dcgis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=76784c82ddcb4fb798769138f27c0ed3
https://noiadmin.hostpilot.com/Shared%20Documents/8th%20and%20A%20St%20SE.pdf
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On a motion by Commissioner Oldenburg, seconded by Commissioner Jayaraman, the
Committee voted 9-0-0 to recommend the ANC advise DDOT that it supports installation of an
all-way stop control for the 8th and A Streets SE, intersection as proposed in NOI 19-52-TOA. In
addition, the Committee recommends the ANC asks DDOT to replace any curbside parking that
was previously removed as long as minimum setbacks from the intersection are maintained. The
motion was placed on the consent agenda.

NOTE: the appendices on pages 3 and 4 contain draft letters for both Committee motions
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APPENDICES
DRAFT LETTER TO DDOT ON Request for Reprogramming in FY19 PaveDC Plan
No Externally Imposed Due Date
Jeff Marootian, Director
DDOT
55 M Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
VIA EMAIL: jeff.marootian@dc.gov
Subject: Request for Reprogramming in FY19 PaveDC Plan
At a properly noticed regular meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6B on May 14,
2019, with a quorum present the Commission voted X-X-X to send this letter requesting
reprogramming in the FY19 PaveDC plan as well as to officially request the underlying data
used in deciding which streets are going to be resurfaced.
We are asking DDOT to defer the 1200 and 1300 blocks of E Street SE from the PaveDC plan.
The ANC supports of this deferment because there are three large construction projects that are
still making utility cuts and occupying roadway space. We appreciate your including these
blocks in the plan, of course, and encourage you to work with Foulger-Pratt, the final developer
of the projects on E Street, to coordinate resurfacing immediately following their in-street utility
work.
Second, ANC 6B requests the data underlying decisions by which streets are included in the
PaveDC plan. Thus, ANC 6B requests a list of all local and Federal blocks in ANC 6B and (1)
their roadway condition rating, (2) any pavement or distress notes for each block, (3) any
documented pavement treatment type for blocks, and (4) any project plans or work prioritization
for any block. While ANC 6B requests these data for its Commission area, ANC 6B also
encourages DDOT to make all data in the Citywide Roadway Condition and Inventory Database
publicly accessible through the DC Open Data Portal. We struggle to understand why certain
blocks are resurfaced while other, worse blocks continue to be ignored.
Thank you for your prompt attention to these matters. Please contact Commissioner Kirsten
Oldenburg, ANC 6B Transportation Committee Chair at 202-546-8542 or 6B04@anc.dc.gov or
Commissioner Corey Holman, 6B06@anc.dc.gov, if you have any questions about this request
or need further information.
[sig]
Cc:
Jose Aldayuz, Supervisory General Engineer (Asset Management)
Aaron Horton, Associate Director Maintenance Division
Evert Lott, DDOT Deputy Director
Naomi Klein, DDOT Community Outreach Specialist
Lee Goodall
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DRAFT LETTER TO DDOT on NOI 19-52-TOA Due date: June 6, 2019
Transportation Operations Administration
District Department of Transportation
55 M Street SE
Washington DC 20003
VIA EMAIL: ???
Subject: NOI# 19-52-TOA: Installation of all-way stop control at the intersection of 8th and A
Street SE
At a properly noticed regular meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6B on May 14,
2019, with a quorum present the Commission voted x-x-x to send DDOT the following
comments on NOI 19-52-TOA issued April 29, 2019.
The ANC supports installation of all-way stop control for the 8th and A Streets SE intersection
as proposed in the above referenced NOI. In addition, the ANC asks DDOT to replace any
curbside parking that was previously removed—under NOI-17-TOA of December 19, 2017—as
long as minimum setbacks from the intersection are maintained.
Please contact Commissioner Kirsten Oldenburg, ANC 6B Transportation Committee Chair at
202-546-8542 or 6B04@anc.dc.gov if you have any questions about this request or need further
information.
[sig]

Cc Councilman Charles Allen
Naomi Klein and Lee Goodall
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